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SUMMARY 
The stretch-shortening cycle (SSC) is an important muscle 
action in sport movements with short contact times (< 0,250s) 
like jumps and sprinting. Since the most important training 
methods for SSC are drop jumps, the aim of the study was to 
investigate the difference between the real dropping height of 
(Center of Gravity) CG and height of the box in order to 
determine the optimal increment of box height for the test 
procedure of SSC. 22 physical education students performed 
drop jumps from different box heights with landings on a 
force platform. The dropping height of CG was calculated by 
the impulse-momentum method.  
A two-way ANOVA variance analysis for repeated measures 
with post-hoc Bonferroni test was performed in order to verify 
the influence of body height and box height on the difference 
between box height and dropping height of CG. 
It can be concluded that real falling height of CG depends on 
the box height but not on body height. The difference between 
box height and real dropping height of CG increases with 
higher box heights. An increment of 10cm of box height 
seems to be adequate for the test procedure that aims to 
identify the optimal box height for training. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The stretch-shortening cycle (SSC) is an important muscle 
action in sport movements with contact times shorter than 
0,250s, e.g. in vertical jumps and sprinting [2,4]. The most 
important training methods for SSC are drop jumps where the 
athlete drops from a box and performs a drop jump with a 
contact time less than 0,250s so that the heel does not touch 
the ground [4]. The height of the box is considered the 
dropping height. Since the optimal dropping height for 
training is individually different, it is necessary to determine 
this height for any athlete before starting the training process. 
Due to individual characteristics during take off from the box 
and landing technique with plantar flexion in order to avoid 
heel contact with the ground and impacts, the real dropping 
height (vertical falling distance) of Center of Gravity (CG) is 
less than the height of the box. Therefore the aim of the study 
was to investigate the difference between the real dropping 
height of CG (vertical flight distance) and height of the box 
and the influence of body height and box height on this 
difference. Furthermore, the variability of real dropping height 
should be determined for different box heights in order to 
identify the minimal increment of box height for the test 
procedure. 
 
 

METHODS 
The subjects of the study were 22 physical education students 
(age: 18-25 years) divided into two groups with 11 individuals 
each. Body height of G1 individuals were less than 1.73m and 
of G2 individuals higher than 1.81m. Further characteristics 
are shown in table 1. After familiarization each subject 
performed 3 drop jumps with contact times shorter than  
0,250s from box height of 20, 30, 40 e 50cm. For further 
analysis the mean of real dropping (falling) height of CG was 
calculated for each subject. The drop jump and the following 
landing were performed on an AMTI OR5-6 force platform, 
where the ground reaction forces were registered until the 
individual achieved a stable landing posture without any 
vertical movement. The vertical ground reaction forces were 
collected by DasyLab V8.0 software and the sampling rate 
was set at 1000Hz. The criterion for complete landing was a 
maximal oscillation of vertical ground reaction force of body 
weight less than 5N after landing from the drop jump. In order 
to determine the drop height (falling height) of CG, the force-
time curve was integrated and the landing velocity (vL) after 
falling from the box was calculated by the impulse-momentum 
method [1,3]. Then the dropping (falling) height (h) of CG 
was calculated as h = vL

2/2g.  
Significant deviation from normal distribution was verified for 
all data by the Shapiro-Wilk test. 
In order to compare body height, mass and Body-Mass-Index 
of the two groups a t-test for independent samples was 
applied.  
A two-way ANOVA variance analysis for repeated measures 
with post-hoc Bonferroni test was performed in order to verify 
the influence of body height and box height on the difference 
between box height and real dropping (falling) height of CG. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Based on the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test normal 
distribution of all investigated variables could be assumed.  
According to the allocation of each subject to the two groups a 
significant difference of body height and mass was identified, 
but there was no significant difference between the groups in 
relation to BMI. 
Table 2 and table 3 show the results for both groups of the real 
dropping (falling) height of CG for each box height and the 
difference between box height and real dropping (falling) 
height of CG for each box height.  
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The two-way ANOVA did not show a significant influence of 
body height on the real dropping height of CG. For the 
difference between box height and real dropping (falling) 
height of CG a significant difference could be identified for 
different box heights. This means that the difference between 
box height and real dropping height of CG increases with the 
increase of box height. Further kinematic analysis should 
investigate the reason of this phenomenon, which probably 
can be explained by lower initial heights of the CG at the 
beginning of the flight phase at higher box heights. 
In order to resolve the question which should be the minor 
increment of box height for identification of the individually 
optimal dropping height of the CG, the variability of real 
dropping height can be an adequate criterion. The interval of 
the real dropping height that includes 95% of all individuals 
corresponds to 1,96 x sd. This means that the difference of 
adjacent box heights (Δd) should be about twice the dispersion 
of the real dropping height of 95% of the individuals. 

Δd > 1.96 sd1 + 1.96 sd2 

sd1 – standard deviation of the real dropping height of CG for  
          the lower box 
sd2 – standard deviation of the real dropping height of CG for  
          the higher box 

 

 

Since the standard deviations of the real dropping height for 
all box height vary between 2.0 and 3.1 cm, the difference of 
between adjacent box heights should be between 8 and 12 cm 
depending on the absolute box height. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Real falling height of CG depends on the box height but not 
on body height. The difference between box height and real 
dropping height of CG increases with higher box heights. An 
increment of 10 cm of box height seems to be adequate for the 
test procedure that aims to identify the optimal box height for 
the training of the stretch-shortening cycle.   
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Table 1: Body height, mass and Body Mass Index (BMI) of the two groups. 
 
 Body height (m) Body mass (kg) BMI (kg/m2) 
G1 (N=11) 1.68 ± 0.04 67.6 ± 4.8 24.1 ± 2.3 
G2 (N=11) 1.86 ± 0.05 80.8 ± 9.5 23.2 ± 2.3 

 
 
Table 2: Mean ± standard deviation of CG falling height of the two groups after dropping from different box heights. 
 
CG Falling Height (cm)                              Box Height (cm) 
 20 30 40 50 
G1 (Body Height < 1.73m) 13.3 ± 2.0 21.9 ± 2.3 29.3 ± 3.1 37.3 ± 2.9 
G2 (Body Height > 1.81m) 14.1 ± 2.6 22.2 ± 2.2 29.4 ± 3.0 37.8 ± 2.4 
 
 
Table 3: Mean ± standard deviation of difference between box height and real falling height of CG for different box heights. 
 
Difference between box height 
and falling height (cm) 

                             Box Height (cm) 

 20 30 40 50 
G1 (Body Height < 1.73m)   6.7 ± 2.0   8.1 ± 2.3 10.7 ± 3.1 12.7 ± 2.9 
G2 (Body Height > 1.81m)   5.9 ± 2.6   7.8 ± 2.2 10.6 ± 3.0 12.2 ± 2.4 
 


